Objectives: The purpose of this research is to determine the quantitative relationship between the peak wall stress of abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) and its clinical risk factors including its maximum diameter, asymmetry index, wall thickness and abnormal high blood pressure. Methods: The response surface experimental design with one response and four variables was used to design the experimental tests. Thirty experiments were performed through finite element analysis in order to obtain the designed response values. Results: A nonlinear multivariable regression function was developed based on the experimental data. Results demonstrated the inefficiency of traditional 5-cm criterion for estimating the rupture of AAA. The profound effect of wall thickness on the peak wall stress has been observed and validated by the existing publications. Conclusion: The conventional 5-cm criterion for estimating AAA rupture might induce biased prediction, and multiple clinical risk factors need to be considered in realistic clinical settings.
INTRODUCTION
Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) rupture led to a mortality rate of 90%, which was rated as the 13th most common cause of death in US [1] . The mechanism of AAA rupture has not been fully understood. In clinical practice, the maximum diameter of the aneurysm larger than 5 cm is used as the criterion for deciding the elective repair of AAA [2] . However, clinical studies showed that this 5-cm diameter criterion might cause late decision of repair at least for a certain group of patients [2] . Darling et al. reported a rupture rate of 12.8% for AAAs with a maximum diameter less than 5 cm and 40% for AAAs with a diameter larger than 5 cm in an autopsy study [3] . Hall et al. observed that the rupture rate for AAAs with a maximum diameter less than 5 cm could be up to 23% [4] .
The high mortality associated with the AAA rupture and the inaccuracy of the traditional 5-cm criterion need improved surgical decision criterion to predict the AAA rupture risk [2, 5] . From the biomechanical standpoint, the rupture of AAA was initiated when the local mechanical stress on the aneurysm exceeds the failure strength of the local material [6] . Therefore, the mechanical stress of AAAs might serve as a criterion to predict or decide the AAA rupture [7] . Vorp et al. have investigated the relationship between the mechanical stress in AAAs and the factors of maximum diameter and asymmetric bulge through three-dimensional computational models in 1998 [8] . Since then, many experimental and computational studies have been conducted to investigate the effects of other characteristics of aneurysm on its mechanical stress, such as the thickness of aneurysm wall [5, [9] [10] [11] , the properties of material [12] , and hypertension [13] . Although different mechanical variables leading to AAA rupture have been presented in the literature, the sensitivity analysis of these variables in determining the peak mechanical stress is lacking.
In this work, four different clinical risk factors of AAA, i.e. maximum diameter, asymmetry index, wall thickness and abnormal high blood pressure, were used to quantify the uncertainty in determining the peak wall stress through statistical modeling. A relationship between multiple inputs and the resulted peak wall stress of AAA was developed, which could be used to enhance the quantification or understanding of AAA rupture potential and its sensitivity to various risk factors. sponse surface methodology (RSM), was adopted to investigate the relationship between an array of experimental factors under control and the measured response. One specific RSM, i.e., the central composite design (CCD), was used to build a quadratic polynomial model for the response variables. The four independent variables, including maximum diameter, wall thickness, asymmetry index of AAA shape, and abnormal high blood pressure, were chosen based on the previous publications [2, 7, 8, 14] . The response variable was targeted as peak wall stress of AAA. Considering the classical 5-cm diameter criterion, the maximum diameter of AAA ranging from 3 to 6 cm was used for the sensitivity tests. Since the traditional hypertension threshold is 140 mmHg (18.6 KPa) [15] , the input range of high blood pressure was chosen between 120 mmHg (15.9 KPa) and 160 mmHg (21.3 KPa) to include the quasi-hypertension as well. The asymmetry index of AAA, defined as the ratio of maximum posterior wall dimension r p to maximum anterior wall dimension r a as shown in Figure 1 [8] , has a range from 0.3 to 1; while the wall thickness of AAA varies from 0.8 mm to 2.2 mm. When constructing the CCD, these natural variables are usually transformed into dimensionless coded variables.
For a CCD, the observations were first divided into two blocks: a factorial-points block which is composed of n f factorial points and n 0f center points, and an axialpoints block composed of n a axial points and n 0a center points [16] . Figure 2 shows the scheme of CCD with two independent variables. Thus, the total number of experiments in a CCD will be
In the factorial design, each factor has the minimum number of levels, i.e. two levels. In these designs, +1 and −1 are usually used to denote the high and low level of each factor. For a full factorial design with k = 4 variables, there are total factorial points in this work. The axial points represent the tests where all factors except one are set at their mid-levels; thus, there are total 2 a n k 8   axial points in this work. The distance between the axial points and center point is denoted by  , which is defined based on coded values. Rotatability, which ensures the variance of the predicted responses rely solely on the distance from observation point to the center point (in terms of the coded variables), is one desirable property of CCD [16] . As for the choice of  , the
was used in order to guarantee the rotatability. These levels for the independent variables given in Table 1 are also used to establish the limits (ranges) for the optimization process of the objective quadratic polynomial function described below. As a rough guide line, approximately 3 to 5 center points should be added to the full factorial design, and n 0f = 4 was the default value chosen by the software. For rotatability, the center points in both blocks should satisfy
. The relationship as n 0f = 2n 0a was obtained by substituting all actual numbers into the formula above. Thus, there are n 0a = 2 axial center points. In summary, the completed experimental design in this work involves a total of 30 observations with 16 factorial points and 4 factorial center points, 8 axial points and 2 axial center points, as listed in Table 2 .
The response variable of the CCD could be expressed as the following second-order polynomial equation using a multiple regression technique
where Y represents the predicted response (Herein, it is peak wall stress), x i and x j denote the input variables using coded values, as listed in Table 1 ; β 0 is the intercept term, which is constant; β i quantify the linear effect of each factor; β ii quantify the quadratic effect of each factor; β ij quantify the interactive effects between two different factors [16] . Experimental designs and the polynomial coefficients were calculated and analyzed using a trial version of MiniTAB software-version 12.0 (Minitab Inc., state college, PA, USA). Statistical analysis of the model was performed to evaluate the analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Finite Element Model
The predicted response in this work is the peak wall stress of the AAA, and the finite element method was adopted to calculate the corresponding peak wall stress in each experimental test. The shape of the AAA at the central portion was controlled by the maximum diameter and the asymmetry index. In all 30 experimental tests listed in Table 2 , there are 9 (4 for factorial design, 4 for axial points and 1 for central points) different geometrical models of AAA in total, which were developed in Solidworks 2011 (Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp., Concord, MA, USA). As marked in Figure 1 , the maximum inner diameter d = r p + r a , where the r p and r a were maximum posterior and anterior wall dimensions, respectively; and the asymmetry index β = r p /r a [8] . The axial length of AAA and its diameter at both ends were set as 120 mm and 20 mm, respectively. The wall thickness of aneurysm vessel was assumed uniform. The mechanical properties of the aneurysm wall is described with hyperelastic material model, and the second-order Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function was used 
where C 10 , C 01 , C 20 , C 11 , C 02 are material coefficients. Based on the published uniaxial tensile test data of AAA specimen [18] , the non-zero coefficients C 10 = −0.60908 MPa, C 01 = 1.12033 MPa, C 20 = −3.06279 MPa, C 11 = 2.12802 MPa, C 02 = 0.93689 MPa were adopted. As for the boundary conditions, the displacements along all directions at two ends were constrained, and the blood pressure was applied onto the inner wall of AAA uniformly.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to investigate the linear, quadratic and interacttive influence of four risk factors related to AAA (maximum diameter, asymmetry index, wall thickness and abnormal high blood pressure) on its peak wall stress and optimize the coefficients, 30 experimental tests were required for four-factor CCD. The experimental design matrix and corresponding levels of the variables are shown in Table 2 . The response (i.e. peak wall stress) was obtained by conducting finite element analysis on each experimental test, and all values related to each experimental test were listed in Table 2 . The analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to statistically evaluate the model, as shown in Table 3 . The coefficient of determination R 2 of the model was 0.9916, indicating that 99.16% variation in the peak wall stress of AAA could be explained by the statistical model. The p value for linear term and square term is 0.015 and 0.000, respectively. Both of them are less than 0.05, confirming the applicability of the model. According to the F test of ANOVA, the obtained quadratic regression function was significant (p < 0.05), indicating that the peak wall stress of AAA has a strong relationship with the selected four risk factors [19] . An insignificant lackof-fit (p > 0.05) indicates the goodness of the proposed model when fitting the data [20] . However, the lack-offit in this work was biased towards the side of signifycance (p < 0.05), this could be explained by the duplication of the central point tests due to the ideality of the computer simulation, which are not true replication of the experiment.
Based on the peak Von Mises stress on the wall of AAA ( Table 2) , which serve as the predicted response, the multi-variables regression analysis was performed using MiniTAB to obtain the quadratic response surface model and second-order equation was fitted as 
where a, d, p, and t are coded variables for asymmetry index, maximum diameter, abnormal high blood pressure, and wall thickness, respectively. The histogram of the residuals for all observations, which were calculated as the difference between the experimental value and the predicted value from the regression model, was plotted in Figure 3 . As can be seen, the histogram exhibited as approximate bell-shape, indicating the approximate normal distribution of the residuals. All residuals were found to fall in the range from −20 KPa to 20 KPa. The comparison of stress distribution between two geometry models with diameters larger or less than 5 cm was shown in Figure 4 . As can be seen, the peak wall stress in experimental test 2 was 346.9 KPa, while it is 470.1 KPa in experimental test 21. The corresponding maximum diameter in experimental test 2 is 5.25 cm, and it is 3.0 cm in experimental test 21, indicating the inadequacy of 5-cm criterion in predicting the rupture of AAA. In addition to the magnitude of the peak wall stress, their locations mainly concentrate on the posterior side in both cases, especially when the asymmetry of AAAs was patent (like experimental test 2). It indicates the correlation between potential rupture of AAA and the geometrical asymmetry of AAA. This statement keeps consistent with the conclusion achieved by Vorp et al., who investigated the relationship between the peak wall stress of AAA and asymmetry using ideal model, and concluded that stress and potential rupture were dependent on the asymmetric shape of AAA [8] .
The regression model in this work showed that the peak wall stress on AAA is determined by multiple risk factors. The contribution of each risk factor to the response was determined based on the absolute value of coefficients at first order, and the sequence was wall thickness, maximum diameter, abnormal high blood pressure, and asymmetry index. The profound effect of wall thickness on the magnitude and location of peak wall stress has been confirmed by Xiong et al., though the stress pattern was least affected [21] . A contour plot, the projection of the response surface onto a two-dimensional plane, will illustrate the impact of variables and their interaction on the response [22] . In order to better understand the influence of the variables, especially the maximum diameter of AAA, the contour plots between the response (i.e. the peak wall stress) and the combined effects of maximum diameter and each of other three variables (i.e. asymmetric index, wall thickness, and blood pressure) were drawn, as shown in Figure 5 . The figure shows that the peak wall stress increased with the increment in maximum diameter and blood pressure, decreased with the increment in asymmetry index and (a) (b) (c) Figure 5 . The contour plots of (a) the asymmetry factor and maximum diameter of AAA (cm); (b) the wall thickness (mm) and maximum diameter of AAA (cm); (c) the blood pressure (KPa) and maximum diameter of AAA (cm) on peak wall stress (KPa).
wall thickness. However, larger maximum diameter of AAA does not always lead to larger peak wall stress. Given that the asymmetry index is 0.3, the wall thickness is 0.8 mm and the blood pressure of hypertension is 21.3 KPa, the smallest maximum diameter of AAA in this work (3 cm) will lead to a peak wall stress of 432.06 KPa based on the obtained regression function. It is larger than the peak wall stress (291.1 KPa) obtained from the only experimental test when the maximum diameter of AAA is 6 cm. All of the considerations discussed above suggest that the prediction of potential rupture of AAAs based on the single factor of maximum diameter will be biased and the Law of Laplace has limitations in predicting the rupture of AAAs. Because the Law of Laplace usually assumes the wall stress is proportional to the diameter [11] ; however, it may not be valid for complex geometrical features of the AAA walls [11, 23] . The obtained regression function demonstrates the multivariate effects on peak wall stress, which is consistent with other previous observations [2] .
direction, causing the stress concentrates in the posterior location [25] . This has been shown by Raghavan et al. through studying a large number of AAA rupture cases [24] . However, the presence of spinal column was not considered in this work, which will be incorporated in future works. Therefore, it was not reasonable to explain this phenomenon using the influence of spinal column. Through comparing the geometries between the posterior side and anterior side of AAA, we found that both the area and curvature of the posterior side were smaller than those of the anterior side. Under the boundary conditions of fixing two ends and loading conditions of uniform blood pressure, the stress on the AAA wall, especially the major stress component-circumferential stress, is proportional to the local radius of curvature. The smaller local curvature of the posterior side is reasonable to induce larger stress. As a result, more rupture cases often appeared in the posterior side other than the anterior side.
CONCLUSION
In addition to the criterion of AAA rupture, the rupture location is also the area of interests. According to the clinical statistics, nearly 80% of all AAA ruptures are located in the posterior of AAAs [24] . The explanation is that the existence of spinal column constrains the posterior side and makes it expand only along the anterior In this work, a methodology integrating experiment design and nonlinear regression was used to investigate the impacts of four risk factors on potential AAA rupture. The obtained regression function was used to illustrate the inefficiency of traditional 5-cm criterion for estimat-ing the AAA rupture. Even though the material of AAA exhibits heterogeneity and anisotropy in-vivo, homogeneous and isotropic material properties were assigned to govern the mechanical response of the AAA wall. The solid model of AAA was simplified and idealized for this comparative study; the stress distribution and the resulted peak wall stress would exhibit wide variations on patient-specific models [26] . Constant blood pressure was applied to the inner wall of AAA and a fluid-structure interaction detail will provide more accurate stress estimation [27, 28] . Despite these simplifications, the present work demonstrated the detailed biomechanics of AAA as well as its sensitivity to various factors. The developed regression model in this work is more convenient to be used in clinical settings.
